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Northern NY Agricultural Development Program 
2009 Project Report 

 
Project Title:  Cold Hardy Hybrid Wine Grapes: Cropping, Vigor Management, Wines. 
 
Project Leader: Kevin Iungerman, CCE Northeast NY Commercial Fruit Program. 
 
Collaborators. Dr. Justine Vanden Heuvel, Dept. of Horticultural Sciences, Grape Program. 
Dr.Wayne Wilcox, Cornell Department of Plant Pathology. Dr. Tim Martinson, Cornell 
Statewide Viticulture Extension Program. Dr. Anna Katherine Mansfield and Chris Gerling, 
Department of Food Science, Enology. Mike Davis, farm manager, Cornell Baker Farm, 
Willsboro. Steven Lerch, Cornell Grape Program, Geneva.  Extension Associations and Fruit 
Growers of CCE’s NENY Commercial Fruit Program. Lake Champlain Grape Growers 
Association and Willsboro and NENYF volunteers. 
 
Cooperating Producers:   
 
County Producer Farm/Vineyard City/Town State 
Albany Mike DiCrescenzo Altamont Vineyard Altamont NY 
Clinton Phil Favreau Stone House Vineyard Mooers NY 
Clinton Mary and Gilles Fortin Amazing Grace Vnyrd. Chazy NY 
Clinton Erwin Kalmar (New 2009. Unnamed) Champlain Que. 
Clinton Richard Lamoy Hid-in-Pines Vineyard Morrisonville NY 
Clinton Rob McDowell Purple Gate Vineyard Plattsburgh NY 
Clinton N. Peck, C. Read North Star Vineyard Mooers NY 
Clinton Dan Vesco Vesco Ridge Vnyrd.   
Essex W. & K. Reinhardt Blue Stone Vineyards Willsboro NY 
Essex Peter Rowley Edgewater Farm Willsboro NY 
Essex Todd Trzaskos Vermont Logic  (Essex Land) VT 
Saratoga Mike Spiak Kayaderosseras Vnyrd. Greenfield Cen. NY 
Washington Gerry Barnhart Victoryview Vineyard Schatigcoke NY 
Washington Ken Denberg Natural Selection Farm Cambridge NY 
Washington S. Knapp, D. Wilson Slyboro Ciderhouse Granville NY 
Orange Ed Lincoln Maple Gate Farm Randolph VT 
 
Background:    The 300-vine Willsboro Wine Grape Trial was planted in 2005 to comparatively 
evaluate 25-hybrid cold-hardy-wine-grape-cultivars. It has had the support of private and also 
land-grant collaborators. Notable funding support has come from Cornell Extension NYFVI and 
NNADP.   
 
During 2005, 2006, and 2007, the vines were minimally maintained to ensure good growth and 
establishment, not cropping. In 2006, growth performance and vine pruning and training 
practices largely leveled initial differences of vine condition owing to differences stemming from 
original procurement. One cultivar, Petite Amie, was successful re-established from cuttings. 
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(See prior 2008 report for more information). The small 2007 crop - and even smaller 2006 crop- 
were utilized for purposes of identification and grower education not yield, as the vines were still 
juvenile, and only small token crop were carried to ensure acclimation going into the winters. 
(2006-2007; 2007-2008).  
 
The fall 2007 acclimation period was outstanding, superior to 2006.  Unfortunately, the 2007 - 
2008 winter, and indeed all of the winters from 2005-2006 through December 2009, have been 
milder than historical norms. Contrary to expectations, virtually all of the grapes in the trial have 
to-date done well and virtually all have begun to produce.  
 
In 2008 a more rigorous vine Phenology notation and pest management-monitoring regimen was 
instituted to support year-to-year review, and increased cropping levels and the first wine 
production in 2008. Both were made possible via the hiring of Richard Lamoy, the on-site 0.25 
time seasonal assistant (technician). Lamoy greatly aided maturity assessment from mid-August 
through the September and October harvest period, and prepared juice samples for analysis at the 
Geneva Experiment Station. 
 
Our June 4, 2008 day-long "Cold Climate Viticulture: Wines & Vines in the North Country" 
conference at Willsboro's Noblewood Park Center was well received by the 75 persons in paid-
attendance. The program was repeated at the Jefferson County CCE office in Watertown on June 
5.  
 
Wines were made for the first time from some of the more promising Willsboro grapes at the 
Cornell Wine Lab. Results and public wine tasting and evaluation session indicated that locally 
made quality wines were indeed possible. The wines made were Marquette, MN 1200, 
Sabrevois, St. Croix, and Frontenac (reds) and ES 6-16-30, LaCrescent, Petite Amie, NY 
76.844.24, Prairie Star, and St. Pepin (whites).  
 
In sum, in each year, volunteers have been invaluable in the annual tasks of vine tying, pruning, 
and training; bird netting and removal, harvests, and many other seasonal tasks. These tasks have 
been the foundation for our  "working seminars", where the format is learning by "doing", and by 
"in-process" discussion and give and take questioning. These and periodic field or formal 
sessions with Cornell Extension and College personnel, and experienced practitioners, have been 
the foundation for viticulture technical information to new practitioners in Northeastern NY. 
 
2009 Results:  In April and May of 2009, live node evaluations (as reported in the June 
Addendum to the 2008 report, Table 2) did indicate, that despite our continuing warmer than 
historical normative winters, differential winter injury levels were beginning to show up - but not 
conclusively.   
 
We had originally included " indicator" vines in the trial: ones we thought tender for the 
Champlain region, and which we expected to winterkill. To-date they have not - they survive and 
crop - though injury is being seen. Several examples of these are Cayuga White, (nearly 60% 
dead nodes).  Landot (25% dead), our "Not-Ravat" (a misidentified, unknown vine with 29% 
dead nodes), Noiret (26%),  
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On the other hand, Niagara only had 14% dead nodes which was not far removed from "hardier" 
nominees such as Edelweiss (13%) Prairie Star (12%) or ES 6-16-30 (12%). Frontenac, 
Frontenac Gris, LaCrescent, Louise Swenson had minimal dead nodes (fewer than 8%), and 
Petite Amie, St. Croix, Marquette, and MN 1200, had fewer still, at 6%, 5%, 4%, and 3%.  We 
will be evaluating nodes again in April and May 2010.  Stay tuned. 
 (We note again that the spring frost pattern appears to be emerging as the greater cold threat to 
wine grapes in the region than absolute winter cold. Fortunately, many of these hybrids are very 
fruitful even from secondary buds)   
 
As noted in the 2008 report, Dr. Bruce Bordelon of Purdue University has shown that both 
adequate production levels and good brix levels are necessary for recouping vineyard 
establishment and production costs. 
 
To wit: Twelve years of production levels at 5 tons per acre and wholesale grape prices of $600 
per ton will recoup the investments, and it will happen in nine years if a price of  $700 per ton is 
secured. Grape sugar content is the key to factor influencing market pricing - and volatility, 
capable of moving price from 50% to as much as 125.  
 
One goal of 2009 was to more extensively employ canopy management techniques to address 
both concerns: to reduce excessive crop loads (which would diminish sugar levels) and to reduce 
sub-par production levels, which would retard investment recovery. More open and balanced 
canopies would also better position the grapes for sun exposure and better air circulation and 
drying, thereby promoting healthier berries; the same outcomes would also serve to reduce 
protectant expenditures.   
 
Our approach then was to do some cluster thinning (very labor intensive) but primarily to 
employ stepped-up shoot positioning, extensive cane raking and post-verasion cane shortening; 
some leaf pulling (and in limited cases, cane removal).  We also conducted a smaller subset 
evaluation of shoot thinning versus the aforementioned vineyard practice serving as a check.   
 
Dormant season pruning and training were carried out the same on all vines. During initial 
growth, all tertiary shoots and some secondary shoots (where there were fruitful primary shoots) 
were rubbed off aiming for a given target number of shoots, regardless of spacing or potential 
crowding and shading. 
 
Using three varieties GR-7, Lacrosse, and Servos. We established comparisons of shoot thinning 
practices as those of the check on each. Every grape cultivar has 4 panels of three vines each, or 
12 vines in all. We alternated panels of the three target cultivars between shoot thinning and the 
control. And so, six vines of each of the three cultivars were in each treatment.  
 
Ideally, we would hope to see fewer clusters of greater weight in the shoot thinned treatment 
than the control, with the implication that crop load reduction would induce greater fruit 
carbohydrate accumulation (sugars) due to fewer sinks, and the berries would be more valuable. 
Larger clusters would also be more efficient where hand harvesting was being employed.  
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Generally, the shoot-thinned vines carried fewer clusters of greater weight, and the trend held 
across both individual cultivars and for the overall treatment. (See Table 4.) Only two of the 18 
shoot-thinned vines carried more clusters than did the controls. Overall yield levels in kg were 
petty comparable overall, except for Lacrosse. A larger experiment (i.e. more individual vines 
per cultivar) likely would better clarified treatment impacts.  Unfortunately, in the press of 
multiple harvests in two crops, and the coordination of grape volunteers, the need for distinct 
sub-harvests in the respective cultivars - and treatments - was missed.  Consequently, juice 
characteristics of Brix, pH, and TA could not buttress the value of the observed trend.  Indeed, in 
a wet year, the larger berry size may have been a disadvantage to flavors development. 
 
As to overall vineyard production (irrespective of the above comparison) we did manage to shift 
the modal output of the vineyard cultivars to a more desirable 5-6 projected tons per acre range 
(see Table 1), which was up from the 4-5 ton picture of 2008. Nevertheless, outliers were still 
present, and were at either ends of an even wider range than in 2008 (2.81 to 9.23 versus 3.33 to 
8.62).  Complicating factors were many - the weather primarily (the latter providing both a 
cautionary tale and highlighting a success; more of that in a moment). 
 
Production was also affected by a switchover from a 4 arm Umbrella Kniffen system to a top 
wire cordon system in the spring of 2009. The change was done to facilitate more 
straightforward pruning with volunteers, but to also remove multiple trunk "insurance" against 
winter injury (as practiced in the Finger Lakes) and to allow for movement into cultivar-specific 
approaches in time. The removal of the "insurance" was in keeping with evaluating overall 
comparative tolerance to cold temperatures. 
 
Although we believed we were leaving adequate bud counts for the most part, based upon 
dormant one-year wood pruning, the changeover likely induced more variability in yields and 
cluster counts, as some of the vines may not have had inadequate adequate remaining vine 
structure. However, yields were not markedly different on most cultivars.  
 
Marked mammalian predation also occurred as a novel and unpleasant introduction! Although 
we had anticipated avian predation and had employed bird netting, we discovered quite near to 
maturity, that chipmunks and likely other pests were moving within the netting and defruiting 
many clusters; for some cultivars this represented fairly extensive loss. (Refer to tables 1, 2, and 
4). 
 
Returning to weather. At the time of this report, only the Brix juice values of the 10 wines being 
locally-made (See Table 3) were available. (The remaining harvest berry samples are in frozen 
storage awaiting analysis.) We do not expect values to be as favorable as 2008 due to the extent 
of cool, rainy, and especially cloudy conditions during the 2009 season - particularly in late 
summer to early fall. July's brief burst of heat did help.  
 
Our abbreviated season (the 2009 autumn was neither as long nor as warm as 2007, or 2008) 
provided a heads-up as to the importance of cultivar's short-season maturation ability. While all 
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of our "wines" brix readings were down from 2008 (varying from drops of 0.7 to 5.3) Marquette 
interestingly still managed to come in at 20.6 (21.8 in 2008).   
 
As one might expect, the wetness provided a test of our more normative pest concerns, namely 
several fungal diseases.  It became evident to Lamoy and Iungerman, that our existing sprayer 
was insufficient to a mature vineyard's expanded canopy - and even less so at a time of high 
disease. Even well executed IPM procedures utilizing monitoring, open canopy practices, and 
protectant applications during bloom, still hinged on good coverage when needed. We were able 
to fashion a new spray apparatus from catalog parts and welded bars. Richard Lamoy ably-
designed and executed the fabrication of the replacement spray apparatus.  
 
How well did our measures do? In a season when clean vineyards were rare in NY, the Willsboro 
Trial was disappointing to Cornell Plant pathologist Wayne Wilcox when he visited, saying in 
effect, there's "nothing to see" (disease-wise). Not only was the vineyard without disease 
problems, it was done with minimal sprays compared to more prevalent practices. Field sessions 
at Willsboro and at area vineyards honed in on these IPM practices.  See Table 5, and the photos 
following, for details on the spray program and timing, and information about the sprayers used 
and the cost of the spray program. 
 
Finally, in 2009, two separate sets of wines are in process (See Table 3). Locally made wines of 
a "commercial" character are being made from ten of the Willsboro wine grapes cultivars; these 
include four reds (Marquette, Sabrevois, St. Croix, and Frontenac) and six whites (LaCrescent, 
Petite Amie, NY 76.844.24, Prairie Star, St. Croix, and St. Pepin).  
 
A separate set of research wines is being made of most of the same wines at the Cornell Wine 
Lab. These latter wines are intended to distinguish the "skeletal" or baseline characteristics of the 
grapes involved (i.e. distinct from the sales appeal of a commercial marketing focus.) Due to 
harvest shortages of Marquette and Petite Amie, these are only being made locally.  
 
At our well-received wine evaluation and tasting sessions of 2007 Willsboro wines at Westport 
and Granville in June, 2009, it was the whites that appeared to receive the more favorable 
reception, and accordingly, we tipped more to whites for 2009. We also elected to have the two 
parallel wine tracks in response to the interest for such growing out of these sessions.  
 
Conclusions/Outcomes/Impacts:  
 
• Hardiness differences are beginning to show, and of the 25 cultivars planted, nine appear to be 

doing very well, including Frontenac, Frontenac Gris, LaCrescent, Louise Swenson Petite 
Amie, St. Croix, Marquette, and MN 1200. 

• Generally, shoot-thinned vines carry fewer clusters of greater weight, the trend holding pretty 
well across individual cultivars and cumulatively. 

• Canopy management techniques did manage to shift the modal output of the vineyard cultivars 
to a more desirable 5-6 projected tons per acre range. 

• Our abbreviated 2009 summer and autumn underscored the importance of cultivar's short-
season maturation ability.  
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• Despite rather unfavorable degree-day (heat) accumulation, the Marquette grape interestingly 
managed to still come in at 20.6 Brix (21.8 in 2008). 

• It was our Willsboro whites (2008) that appeared to receive the more favorable reception at 
our wine evaluation and tasting sessions at Westport and Granville in June 2009.  Accordingly, 
we tipped more to whites for the 2009 wine making. (Marquette was the red exception.) 

• We elected to have the two parallel wine tracks - one research, one commercial - to more fully 
explore the potential of regionally developed wines. 

• Well-executed IPM procedures and effective sprayers can achieve excellent disease control in 
disease-intense seasons and do so with fewer sprays and at reasonable cost. 

 
2009 Outreach:   
 
Apr 18 Sat - Willsboro Grape Trial Pruning and Instruction with volunteers. 
May 28 - Evening Distance Education Grape Sessions with Drs. Wilcox and Vanden Heuvel (at 
Geneva) to Hudson Falls and Plattsburgh. 
Jn 2 - Evaluation and review of 2008 Willsboro Grape Trial Wines, Westport. 
Jn 3 - Area vineyard visits with Cornell enologist Mansfield and Extension enologist Chris 
Gerling in Clinton and Essex counties. 
Jn 3 - Evaluation and review of 2008 Willsboro Grape Trial Wines, Granville. 
Jn 4 - Area vineyard visits with Cornell enologist Mansfield and Extension enologist Gerling in 
Albany and Washington counties. 
Jn 4 - Area vineyard visits with Cornell enologist Mansfield and Extension enologist Gerling in 
Albany and Washington counties. 
Jly 17 - Vineyard visits with Drs. Wilcox and Vanden Heuvel in Albany, Saratoga, and Clinton 
counties. 
Jly 18 - Joint Grape Extension Program with the University of VT featuring Drs. Wilcox and 
Vanden Heuvel, South Burlington, VT (morning) and Willsboro, NY (afternoon). 
Aug 25 - NENYFP "Vit-L" on-line discussion of entry submission criteria to MN Wine Grape 
Growers Association International Cold Climate Wine Competition. 
Sep 8. - Preparation and posting of "Vineyard Data Survey" to area grape growers soliciting 
plant demographic information.  
Sep 17, 18 - Vineyard visits with Dr. Tim Martinson, of Cornell's Statewide Extension Grape 
Program.  Clinton, Essex, Saratoga, Washington, and Albany counties. 
Sep 25, 26 - Richard Lamoy conducts the first grape harvests at the Willsboro wine grape trial 
with volunteer help. Three varieties harvested. 
Oct 2 - Lamoy oversees second Willsboro wine grape trial harvests with volunteer help. Thirteen 
varieties are harvested. 
Oct 10 - Iungerman and Lamoy conducts the third and final grape harvests at the Willsboro wine 
grape trial with volunteer help. Nine varieties are harvested.  
Nov 12, 13 - Iungerman participates with Martinson Mansfield, and Chris Gerling in the multi-
state cold hardy grape research and extension sessions in Burlington. 
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Next steps if results suggest continued work is needed in the areas of research, 
demonstration and/or education.  Most of the region's vines were planted after the Willsboro 
trial (2005). In 2005, just 2 farm winery licenses were held in the five county NENY fruit 
program region; today, that count is 11; at the end of 2010, the count is projected to be 15. 
(Based upon an August 2009 grower survey by the NENYFP).  In our Champlain and Upper 
Hudson areas, most vineyards intend to become estate wineries - a model set by several nearby 
VT operations. This requires development of viticulture and enology skill sets. 
 
As 90% of vineyards are of a 'nonbearing' age, a majority of growers have yet to see a first crop; 
this will begin to change in 2010.  Economically, practical information and demonstrations will 
be needed about these new cultivars for new practitioners to succeed. Growers need localized 
'benchmarks' of yields, quality, fruit characteristics, and wine attributes that are attainable here, 
and information also about vine training, trellis construction, pest management, and wise use of 
protectants.    
 
Success of wine grape growing in the North Country ultimately depends upon wine sales to 
consumers.  To achieve their full potential, producers need to understand what flavors and wine 
styles are possible and how to adapt winemaking practices to bring out the best characteristics of 
these varieties.  Wines made from the Willsboro trial will also serve as benchmarks for educating 
producers and illustrating wine production practices for all northern wine grape producers and 
winemakers 
 
Acknowledgments:  In closing, my thanks once again, to Steve Lerch, Cornell Grape Program, 
Geneva; Richard Lamoy who was an exceptional seasonal colleague; Mike Davis and the 
Cornell Willsboro Baker Farm Staff; the Willsboro volunteers Rob McDowell, Phil Favreau, Tod 
Trzaskos and a number of others;  -- all of whom have assisted this year's work at the Willsboro 
Trial.  Thanks too, to the Growers and CCE Extension Associations of CCE’s NENY 
Commercial Fruit Program; CCE; and the Northern New York Agricultural Development 
Program, who provided the funding support for the technical and seasonal assistance and also the 
winemaking effort at Cornell and Hid-in-Pines Vineyard. 
 
Person(s) to contact for more information (including farmers who have participated:   
 
Richard Lamoy Lamoy Vineyard Morrisonville, 

NY 
richl@charter.net 

Rob McDowell Purple Gate Vineyard Plattsburgh, NY redwine@charter.net 
Will & Kathryn 
Reinhardt 

Blue Stone Vineyards Willsboro, NY willkath@willex.com 

Ed Lincoln Maple Gate Farm Randolph, VT hvacr@sover.net 
Peter Rowley Edgewater Farm Willsboro, NY ewfarm38@airmail.net 
    
Mike DiCrescenzo Altamont Vineyard Altamont, NY altamontwinery@hotmail.co

m 
Phil Favreau Stone House Vineyard Mooers, NY stonehousevines@westelco

m.com 
Erwin Kalmar (New 2009. Unnamed) Champlain, NY erwin@elso.ca 

mailto:erwin@elso.ca�
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N. Peck, C. Read 
 

North Star Vineyard Mooers, NY nataliepeck@yahoo.com 

Todd Trzaskos Vermont Logic  Stockbridge, VT vino@trzaskos.net 
Mike Spiak Kayaderosseras Vnyd. Greenfield 

Center, NY 
spiaker@yahoo.com 

Gerry Barnhart Victoryview Vineyard Schatigcoke, NY gerryandmary@victoryview
vineyard.com 

Ken Denberg Natural Selection Farm Cambridge, NY krdenberg@logical.net 
S. Knapp, D. Wilson Slyboro Ciderhouse Granville, NY dan.wilson111@yahoo.com 
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Diagram by R. Lamoy, Technician, CCE NENYF July 
2009. 

 


